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Current advertising for beauty products makes abundant
use of scientese – scientific jargon in statistical and/or
verbal form. As of yet, no study has examined the impact
of scientese in an advertising context. Therefore, an
experiment was designed to investigate the credibility
and liking of ads for different beauty products with and
without scientese. The study assesses effects in a culture
likely to be susceptible to scientese because of its large
power distance and high uncertainty avoidance (Wallonia)
and in a culture less likely to be susceptible to scientese
(the Netherlands). Dutch (n = 72) and Walloon (n = 60)
participants judged different ads for beauty products, with
or without different forms of scientese. In both cultures,
ads with scientese were found to be more credible but less
liked than ads without scientese.

Current advertising for beauty products uses scientific
jargon to support product claims. Figure 1 presents an
excerpt from a prototypical print advertisement for
beauty products.
Apart from a close-up of the celebrity endorser
Claudia Schiffer (not shown in Figure 1), the ad shows a
small tube, and a large amount of text. The text displays
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Figure 1. Excerpt from an advertisement for l’Oreál
(MarieClaire, UK edition, April 2007).
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references to scientific research (e.g., “testing supported
by scientists”), scientific vocabulary (e.g., “collagen
biospheres”, “micro-pearls”), the suggestion of scientific
exactitude and statistical reliability (“After 7 days of use:
skin smoother 98%”), and other characteristics of scientific discourse, such as the use of asterisks, bullets and
the microscope view of the collagen biospheres.
Apparently, advertisers think that consumers are
favorable to this abundance of what Haard, Slater and
Long (2004, p. 412) call scientese: “the use of scientific
jargon to create the impression of a sound foundation in science for claims, without substantive empirical evidence to support the jargon used.” Especially in
the field of wellness, beauty, and hygiene products, the
amount of scientese is overwhelming (Dresen & Van
Mulken, 2006). How consumers respond to scientese is
still unknown. The present study is the first investigation
of the effects of scientese in ads for beauty products. In
order to examine the robustness of the possible effects of
scientese, the study compares participants from a culture
that is likely to be sensitive to scientese (Wallonia) with
participants from a culture that is less likely to be sensitive to scientese (the Netherlands).

Scientese and ad credibility
Advertisements overtly try to sell products, services, and
ideas to people, organizations, and companies. Although
ads present such products and services as attractive,
convenient, or interesting to the receivers, they also typically serve the sender’s own interest. As a consequence,
receivers do not always believe the claims that are put
forward in ads (e.g., Alwitt & Prabhaker, 1992; Munch,
Boller, & Swasy, 1993; Shavitt, Lowrey, & Haefner,
1998), or the motives of the advertiser (Obermiller &
Spangenberg, 1998). Shavitt et al. (1998), for instance,
show that 52% of their American respondents generally
do not think ads are credible.
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Different studies have addressed the issue of how
the use of endorsers can enhance the credibility of
advertisements, such as celebrities (Kamins & Gupta,
1994), attractive people (Kamins, 1990), typical consumers (Freiden, 1984), and experts (Maddux & Rogers,
1980). Of these endorsers, experts are particularly
well-positioned to enhance the credibility of an ad. A
large, empirical body of research has demonstrated that
the expertise of the source that advocates a position
can influence readers (e.g., Cialdini, 2001; Homer &
Kahle, 1990; Maddux & Rogers, 1980; Petty, Cacioppo, &
Goldman, 1981), especially if these readers are not motivated and/or not able to process the persuasive message
carefully (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). In Petty et al. (1981),
for instance, the message advocated by a high-expert
source (a commission chaired by a university professor)
was more persuasive than the same message advocated
by a low-expert source (a local high school class) for
participants for whom the message was less relevant.
This finding is representative of the research literature:
the meta-analysis of Wilson and Sherrell (1993) demonstrates that high-credibility sources are generally more
persuasive than low-credibility sources. Pornpitakpan
(2004) reaches the same conclusion in a more recent
(narrative) review of research on source credibility. The
use of an expert source, however, is not a guarantee for
successful consumer responses to a persuasive message.
In some circumstances, a low-credibility source is more
persuasive. Factors such as the likeability of the expert
(Ziegler, Diehl, & Ruther, 2002) and the quality of arguments put forward (Bohner, Ruder, & Erb, 2002; Tormala, Briñol, & Petty, 2006) have proven to affect the impact
of expert endorsers.
The use of expert endorsers – characteristic of
mid-twentieth-century advertising (Pracejus, Olsen, &
O’Guinn, 2006) – appears to have changed in the course
of the last few decades. In fact, a content analysis of
advertisements shows that current advertising has moved
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beyond expert endorsers and uses a more varied range
of features to enhance credibility. In a sample of 844
advertisements for wellness, beauty, and hygiene products in Dutch family magazines from 1925 until 2005, the
quantity of references that hint at scientific credibility
has been found to have increased dramatically (Dresen &
Van Mulken, 2006). Dresen and Van Mulken report an
increase in the number of phrases such as “established in
our laboratories”, “research has shown”, jargon (“lanolineextract”, “amino-acids”), statistical references, and a style
that refers to scientific reports, such as notes, asterisks,
and bullets. The same increase occurs for the visual
domain, such as the clinical atmosphere (the sterile layout), the depiction of scientific objects (microscopes and
microscopic enlargements), formulas, plots, and quality
control labels. The average number of such references
per ad in this product category increased significantly
from 0.17 in the 1990s to 0.28 at the beginning of the 21st
century (Dresen & Van Mulken, 2006).
This paper refers to the textual references as “scientese” (cf., Haard et al., 2004), and distinguishes between
statistical scientese (observed in 31% of the ads in the
2005 sample) and verbal scientese (observed in 51% of
the ads in the 2005 sample). Dresen and Van Mulken
(2006) reported a substantial increase in the use of both
statistical and verbal scientese in the last decade of the
20th century. A possible explanation for this increased
use of scientese is the belief that such jargon is effective in persuading the audience of the credibility of the
product claims put forward. Haard et al. (2004) demonstrate that scientese may indeed affect the effectiveness
of texts. In their study, participants read four texts that
promoted a different medical treatment. For three of the
four promotional texts, the versions with verbal scientese
were found to be more effective than the ones without
such scientese. As of yet, no study has reported on the
effectiveness of scientese in advertising. In line with the
general credibility effect found for expert endorsements,
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this study expects that the use of scientese enhances ad
credibility.
H1: Ads with scientese are more credible than ads
without scientese.

Scientese and ad liking
If ad credibility is likely to increase with the use of
scientese, ad liking (attitude towards the ad) is likely to
decrease for two reasons. In the first place, advertising
has become increasingly visual (e.g., Phillips & McQuarrie, 2002; Scott, 1994; Van Mulken, 2006), containing
fewer words than before. In a corpus of Dutch magazine
advertisements, for instance, Van Gisbergen, Ketelaar
and Beentjes (2004) show that in 75% of the ads the size
of verbal copy is less than a quarter of the total surface
of the ad. Ads with scientese contain a large amount of
textual references that readers may not appreciate. In the
second place, a specific characteristic of scientese is that
it is hard to understand, whether it consists of jargon
or statistical facts (cf. Haard et al., 2004). For these two
reasons, consumers are likely to prefer ads without scientese to ads with scientese:
H2: Ads with scientese are less well-liked than ads
without scientese.

Scientese and culture
A growing number of studies addresses the relationship between culture and advertising (see overviews
of Soares, Farhangmehr & Shoham, 2007; Gelbrich &
Roschk, 2008). Cross-cultural studies suggest that the
expected effects of scientese may differ from culture
to culture. In fact, a number of scholars have argued
that culture affects the impact of expertise and credibility on judgments and persuasion (Jung & Kellaris,
2006; Morimoto & La Ferle, 2008; Pornpitakpan, 2004;
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Pornpitakpan & Francis, 2001). Although little research
has investigated the impact of culture in this domain
(Pornpitakpan, 2004), some studies demonstrate that
experts have more impact in large as opposed to small
power distance cultures (Hornikx & Hoeken, 2007;
Pornpitakpan & Francis, 2001). Hofstede (2001, p. 98)
defines power distance as “the extent to which the less
powerful members of institutions and organizations
within a country expect and accept that power is distributed unequally.” People in large power distance cultures
accept more easily than people in small power distance
cultures that expert sources possess more knowledge
than they do themselves. The use of scientese suggests
that the source of the message is knowledgeable (Haard
et al., 2004). Therefore, people in large power distance
cultures may appreciate scientese because, by referring to
scientific evidence provided by laboratories and universities, it appeals to authority and expertise. Scientese could
also be relatively more effective for people from a culture
that is characterized by high uncertainty avoidance,
defined as the “extent to which the members of a culture
feel threatened by uncertain and unknown situations”
(Hofstede, 2001, p. 161). People from high uncertainty
avoidance cultures are known to rely more on experts
than people from low uncertainty avoidance cultures,
because experts can serve to reduce uncertainty (Hofstede, 2001).
The present study investigates the credibility and
liking of scientese in two cultures, the Walloon culture
and the Dutch culture. Wallonia is the French-speaking
part of Belgium, a nation that has a relatively large power
distance, and high uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede,
2001). The Netherlands has a relatively small power
distance, and low uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede,
2001). The use of scientese is likely to have more impact
on ad credibility in the culture with larger power
distance and higher uncertainty avoidance:
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H3: The effect of scientese on ad credibility is larger in
the Walloon culture than in the Dutch culture.

As using scientese probably has a negative effect on ad
liking (H2), this negative effect should be smaller in the
Walloon culture than in the Dutch culture:
H4: The negative effect of scientese on ad liking is
smaller in the Walloon culture than in the Dutch
culture.

Method1
Material
The ads in the experiment were taken from an initial
pool of ten black-and-white ads for different beauty
products such as make up, creams, and lotions. The
visual representations of these products were adapted
from ads that had appeared in French or Dutch women’s
magazines. Two of the ten advertisements did not pass
an authenticity pretest with 13 participants. Each of the
remaining eight ads received an invented brand name
(Chy, Aptu, Naya, Isle, Vox, Opal, Renira, and Phty), and
was manipulated into four versions. The four versions
of each ad were identical in terms of the brand name,
the product displayed, the brand slogan, layout, and
font. They differed only in the scientese that was present: no scientese, verbal scientese, statistical scientese,
or a combination of both types of scientese. The interest
was not so much in one particular variation of scientese,
but rather in generalizing across variations of scientese
that were identified by Dresen and Van Mulken (2006).
Verbal and statistical scientese had two different instantiations that were based on texts taken verbatim from real
beauty ads. For the two verbal scientese instantiations,
the texts contained references to research centers, laboratories and scientific institutions, and displayed Latinized
terms and jargon (see Table 1).
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Table 1. The two instantiations of verbal scientese, and of statistical scientese.
Verbal scientese 1

Phyto-flavone and hypoallergenic extract.
Dermatologically tested, contains no comedogen.
Efficacy tested by dermatologists in eight hospitals in Europe.

Verbal scientese 2

[Brand] has been created by the Laboratories of Fundamental Research in
Isle. Optimal protection is guaranteed by Tinosorb M, as a result of the latest
dermo-cosmetical findings. [Brand] proves to be one of the best dermoreparatory products. [Brand] is enriched with exclusive oligo-elements,
which are active in the heart of the cellular matrix to stimulate the natural
production of collagen, elastin and glycan. A mix of toning activators work
for the well-being of the skin: the leaf of the neem tree, anti-free radical and
regenerating magnalys leaves.

Statistical scientese 1

Immediate hydratation: 93%*.
Hydratation during the day: 92%**.
*concentred in one treatment and brought to concentration with EPPT.
**tested on 100 women, during three weeks. % of women agreeing.

Statistical scientese 2

Results: Efficacy of replenished skin 80%*.
Effectiveness of calmed skin 73%**.
After 7 days of use: skin smoother 98%, shinier 75%, tenser 71%***.
*Test of self-evaluation within 5 days, with 40 women. ** Clinical.
test n.1030002 with 30 women – Pharmascan *** Tests in vitro

The two instantiations of the statistical scientese
contained numbers, percentages, and asterisks that
referred to statistical information presented in a note in
a smaller font at the bottom of the advertisement (see
Table 1, and Figure 2).
Finally, the two instantiations of the combination of
both types of scientese consisted of a combination of one
of the two verbal scientese instantiations with one of the
two statistical scientese instantiations. Back translation
ensured equivalence between the original Dutch texts
and their French translations.

Figure 2. Ad with Statistical Scientese (Walloon Version).
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Participants
A total of 132 people, 72 Dutch and 60 Walloon, participated in the study. Only female participants took part
in the experiment. For the Walloon participants, the
average age was 24.83 (SD = 10.7; range: 15–58), whereas
Dutch participants were on average 25.54 years old (SD =
9.36; range: 16–58); this age difference was not significant
(t(128) = 0.41, p = .69). Of the Dutch participants, 72.2%
had an academic degree or were pursuing one; for the
Walloon participants, the percentage was 66.7% (these
percentages were not different: χ2 (1) = 1.66, p = .68).
Instrumentation
The introduction to the questionnaire explained that
participants would engage in a research project of a
Dutch university, investigating their attitude towards
advertisements. The introductory text invited participants to read the advertisements as they would normally
do. As the number of ads was relatively large, the two
main dependent variables, ad credibility and ad liking,
were measured with only two items each on 7-point
scales. A pretest with multiple items for both variables
was conducted to investigate what items to select. In this
pretest, 18 Dutch participants judged the 16 ads on four
elements that measured ad credibility (“I think this ad
is credible”, “I think this ad is trustworthy”, “I think this
ad is honest”, and “I think this ad is truthful”) and on
five elements that measured ad liking (“This ad appeals
to me”, “I think this ad is attractive”, “I think this ad is
good”, “I think this ad is interesting”, and “My judgment
about this ad is positive”). Both constructs presented
good internal consistency: α = .85 for ad credibility
(range: .82 – .95) and α = .91 for ad liking (range: .71 –
.97). The actual experiment used “I think this ad is credible” and “I think this ad is trustworthy” for ad credibility
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(α = .89; range: .87 – .92), and “This ad appeals to me”
and “I think this ad is attractive” for ad liking (α = .86;
range: .78 – .91).
After the ad evaluations, participants expressed the
degree to which they generally value information given
by experts. Four of the six items of the Preference for
Expert Information (PEI) scale (Hornikx & Hoeken,
2007) relate to people’s susceptibility to expertise: “If
an expert says it is right, then it is right”, “Judgments of
experts are very important to me”, “I prefer to base my
decisions on the opinion of an expert”, and “The judgment of an expert needs to be believed”. This PEI scale
proved to be reliable both for the Walloon participants
(α = .86) and the Dutch participants (α = .83).
Design
The study had a 2 (nationality: Belgian, Dutch) by 4
(scientese: no scientese, verbal scientese, statistical scientese, and combined scientese) design, with nationality as
a between-subjects factor, and scientese type as a withinsubjects factor. Each participant judged eight manipulated
ads, with two ads for each of the three scientese types and
two for the no-scientese type. In addition to these eight
ads, eight filler ads for other beauty products were inserted
between the manipulated ads so as to conceal the purpose
of the study. Four different versions of the booklet each
contained eight manipulated ads and eight authentic filler
ads in randomized order. In the four versions, the order
of the eight manipulated ads was identical, but the specific
type of scientese that they contained differed across the
four versions. A Latin square design ensured the distribution of the four pairs of different scientese types over the
eight ads and the four versions. For instance, each participant first viewed the ad for the Chy brand, but in each of
the four versions another type of scientese was included in
the ad.
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Procedure and statistical tests
Five research assistants approached potential participants
individually in and around one train station in Wallonia
and in and around two train stations in the Netherlands.
Filling in the questionnaire took the participants about
10 to 15 minutes.
Univariate analyses of variance with repeated
measures assessed the effects of scientese and culture on
ad credibility and ad liking.

Results
Preliminary analyses
Before conducting the analyses that were relevant to
the hypotheses, it was first ascertained whether standardizing the scores was necessary (Baumgartner &
Steenkamp, 2001; Johnson, Kulesa, Cho, & Shavitt, 2005).
The Walloon participants (M = 12.87, SD = 7.30) did not
use the endpoints (1, 2, 6, 7) of the scales more frequently
than the Dutch participants (M = 10.99, SD = 7.19);
F (1, 130) = 2.21, p = .14. Therefore, no standardization of
the scores was necessary. Next, the Walloon participants
did not differ from the Dutch on Preference for Expert
Information (PEI): the Walloon scores (M = 4.43, SD
= 1.33) were not significantly different from the Dutch
scores (M = 4.51, SD = 1.23); F (1, 127) < 1. A final test
investigated whether the three scientese types differed in
credibility and liking. Ads with the three types did not
differ in credibility (Walloons: F (2, 58) = 2.19, p = .12;
Dutch: F (2, 70) = 1.59, p = .21) or in liking (Walloons:
F (2, 58) < 1; Dutch: F (2, 70) = 1.81, p = .17). Therefore,
the three scientese types were collapsed in order to
compare the ads with scientese to ads without scientese.
Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics for the scientese
types in the two cultures.
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Table 2. Ad evaluations in function of scientese type and
culture (higher means indicate higher ad credibility or higher
ad liking).
Dutch (n = 72)
M
SD

Walloons (n = 60)
M
SD

Credibility
Ad without scientese
Ad with scientese
Verbal
Statistical
Combination

3.70
3.93
3.96
3.81
4.03

1.01
1.10
1.25
1.15
1.35

3.98
4.54
4.56
4.39
4.66

1.20
1.03
1.26
1.12
1.18

Ad Liking
Ad without scientese
Ad with scientese
Verbal
Statistical
Combination

3.69
3.56
3.50
3.67
3.52

1.17
1.01
1.12
1.05
1.28

4.14
3.97
4.04
3.98
3.89

1.21
1.13
1.23
1.22
1.34

Ad credibility
There was a main effect for scientese type on ad credibility (F (1, 130) = 19.14, p < .001, η2 = .13): participants
perceived ads with scientese (M = 4.21, SD = 1.11) as
more credible than ads without scientese (M = 3.83, SD =
1.11). Therefore, the data supported H1. A main effect of
culture also occurred (F (1, 130) = 7.00, p < .01, h2 = .05):
the Walloons perceived the ads as more credible (M =
4.40, SD = 0.98) than the Dutch (M = 3.88, SD = 0.98).
For H3, the interaction effect between scientese type and
culture should have been significant (i.e., the difference
between scientese and no scientese was expected to be
larger for the Walloons than for the Dutch), but it was
not (F (1, 130) = 3.10, p = .08).
Ad liking
There was a main effect of scientese type on ad liking
(F (1, 130) = 5.17, p < .05, h2 = .04): ad liking for the ads
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with scientese (M = 3.75, SD = 1.08) was lower than for
the ads without scientese (M = 3.94, SD = 1.21). Therefore, the findings supported H2. There was also a main
effect of culture on ad liking (F (1, 130) = 7.28, p < .01,
h2 = .05): the Walloons (M = 4.03, SD = 1.05) liked the
ads more than the Dutch (M = 3.60, SD = 0.97), but no
interaction effect between scientese type and culture
qualified this main effect (F (1, 130) < 1). Therefore, the
findings do not support H4: the difference between
scientese and no scientese was not smaller for the
Walloons than for the Dutch.

Conclusion and discussion
Dresen and Van Mulken (2006) reported that the use
of scientific jargon – scientese – is a popular strategy in
current advertising for beauty products. The increased
use of scientese suggests that it could be effective, but
empirical evidence is lacking in this domain. The only
study having examined scientese is Haard et al. (2004),
a study in the domain of health communication that
reported positive effects for the inclusion of scientese.
As it is unknown how consumers respond to scientese
in advertising, this study is the first investigation of the
effect of scientese on ad credibility and ad liking.
Participants judged a number of ads for different
beauty products that did not contain scientese or that did
contain one of three types of scientese: statistical, verbal,
and combined scientese. Since scientese provides support
for claims about the beauty product, it was expected to
enhance the credibility of the ad. Indeed, participants
judged ads with scientese as more credible than ads without scientese (H1). Using scientese containing scientific
jargon that consumers are unlikely to understand and
that reduces the visual part of the ad was expected to
have a negative impact on ad liking (H2). This hypothesis
also found support in the study: participants liked ads
with scientese less than ads without scientese. The data
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suggest that the nature of the scientese (difficult jargon)
rather than the amount of scientese contributes to this
effect: ads that contained a larger amount of scientese
(i.e., a combination of verbal and statistical scientese)
were not significantly more disliked than ads with the
shortest manipulation of (statistical) scientese.
The investigation adopted a cross-cultural perspective. Addressing the call for more research on culture and
credibility (Pornpitakpan, 2004), the study examined
scientese in a culture where it is more likely to be effective (Wallonia) and in a culture where it is less likely to be
effective (the Netherlands). This study expected the effect
of scientese on ad credibility to be larger (H3) and the
negative effect of scientese on ad liking to be smaller (H4)
in the Walloon culture than in the Dutch culture. The data
did not provide support for either hypothesis. Whereas,
for example, Pornpitakpan and Francis (2001) and
Hornikx and Hoeken (2007) report cultural differences for
expert endorsements, the present study on scientese could
not corroborate such differences. The present finding may
be interpreted as a sign of robustness of the effects: even
in a culture that does not typically value expert endorsements (the Netherlands), providing scientese in ads for
beauty products enhances ad credibility.
Limitations and future research
The study investigated the effects for beauty products
only, because scientese is increasingly popular in ads for
this kind of products (Dresen & Van Mulken, 2006). The
results found in this study allow for a generalization to a
number of products within this product category since
participants judged several product ads, but replications
would be welcomed that extend this research to other
product categories that are known to rely on scientese,
such as luxury products (e.g., cars and watches) and wellness and hygiene products (e.g., toothpaste, baby milk,
and clothes).
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In their study on scientese in a medical context,
Haard et al. (2004) suggest that scientese may function
as a heuristic cue, similar to consensus and the number
of arguments. When ads are processed following the
peripheral route, heuristic cues that are present in the ad
are more likely to affect the outcome of the persuasion
process (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). In order to investigate
whether scientese may indeed function as a heuristic
cue – “scientific jargon is provided, so the message must
be true” – future research may compare the effectiveness
of scientese under conditions of central processing (e.g.,
conditions of high issue involvement) with conditions
of peripheral processing (e.g., conditions of low issue
involvement).
From a practitioner’s point of view, the mixed effects
that this study finds – scientese
������������������������������
makes ads more credible but less liked – encourage future research that may
provide an answer to the question as to whether or not
the use of scientese affects attitude toward the brand and
purchase intention. The present study did not include
these dependent measures, as a task requiring participants
to respond to both measures for 16 ads was expected to be
too demanding. Future research examining the relationships between ad credibility, ad liking, attitude toward
the brand, and purchase intentions (cf., Choi & Rifon,
2002) is welcomed to enhance knowledge about the
effects of scientese in advertising. Moreover, since the
majority of the respondents were relatively highly educated, and since only female respondents were invited to
participate, it is recommended that future research considers less-educated audiences and also male audiences.
Finally, another avenue for future research may be
the study of the effects of visual scientese, such as the
depiction of scientific objects (e.g., microscopes), formulas, and quality control labels. The
������������������������
use of visual scientese may enhance ad credibility as did the verbal and
statistical scientese in the present study. In the case of
visual scientese, the scientific objects and elements play a
100
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rhetorical role: they convey a symbolic interpretation of
science. The interplay of visual rhetoric and functionality
has received much scholarly attention since the work of
Bonsiepe ([1965]1996) who was the first to show the link
between semiotics and visual design. Also, the visuals
– probably less difficult to understand and more pleasant to look at – may positively affect ad liking, thereby
maximizing the effects of scientese.
Note
1. The authors thank Frank van Meurs for his comments on an
earlier draft of this paper and Carla Arts, Karlijn van Hoof, Manon
Souren, Annique Purnot, and Kees Verheij for their assistance with
the construction of the material and data collection for this study.
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